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Abstract

This paper provides the first detailed temporal characterization of amulti-wavelength-Brillouin–
erbiumfiber laser (MWBEFL) bymeasuring the optical intensity of the individual frequency channels
with high temporal resolution. It is found that the power in each channel is highly unstable due to the
excitation of several cavitymodes for typical conditions of operation. Also provided is the real-time
measurements of theMWBEFL output power for two configurations that were previously reported to
emit phase-locked picosecond pulse trains, concluded from their autocorrelationmeasurements.
Real-timemeasurements reveal a high degree of instability without the formation of a stable pulse
train. Finally, wemodel theMWBEFL using coupledwave equations describing the evolution of the
Brillouin pump, Stokes and acoustic waves in the presence of stimulated Brillouin scattering, and the
optical Kerr effect. A good qualitative consistency between the simulation and experimental results is
evident, inwhich the interference signal at the output shows strong instability as well as the chaotic
behavior due to the dynamics of participating pump and Stokes waves.

1. Introduction

Multi-wavelength sources with a constant channel spacing that is in the order of tens of gigahertz are useful for
many applications such asmetrology [1], spectroscopy [2], arbitrary waveform generation [3], microwave
synthesizers [4], wavelength divisionmultiplexing (WDM) [5, 6] and high-speed optical clocks [7] for optical
communications. Among other techniques [8–10], Brillouin-based lasers have gained considerable attention

due to their advantages such as their simplicity, robustness, and only need for standard components. Stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS) is a third order coherent interaction between a pumpwave, an acoustic wave and a red-
shifted Stokes wave [11]. In silica optical fibers, it can be used to generate new optical frequency components that
are shifted by∼10 GHzwithout the need for high speed electronics.Multi-wavelength sources based on
cascaded SBS (cSBS) have been demonstrated in different configurations such as short Fabry–Perotfiber

resonators [3, 12] on-chipwaveguide [13], whispering-gallerymode resonators [4] and hybrid Brillouin–erbium
ring lasers [14–19]. Others have also used forward SBS inmicrostructured fibers [20].

Hybridmulti-wavelength Brillouin and erbiumfiber lasers (MWBEFLs) have beenwidely investigated as

they are particularly interesting because of their low power threshold [21], large tunability [5, 16, 22] and ability
to generatemanyBrillouin shifted frequencies [23, 24]. Their basic principle is to combine the narrownonlinear
gain offered by SBS in an undoped fiberwith the broadband linear gain froman erbiumdopedfiber to enable the
cascaded processes of SBS. Several configurations have been studied including self-starting [14], Raman [25, 26]
or Rayleigh assisted [17, 23], all of which show very similar spectral characteristics.MWBEFLs have often been

suggested to be useful sources for optical communication [5, 7, 22, 24], in particular forWDMsystems.
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MWBEFLs have been characterized bymeasuring their optical and radio frequency (RF) spectra [27, 28]. Long
term temporal stability on the time scale ofminutes has been demonstrated by performing consecutive
measurements of the optical spectrum [5, 15, 24, 29, 30]. Recently, autocorrelationmeasurements ofMWBEFLs
have been presented that indicated the generation of pulses in the time domain and phase-locking of the Stokes
waveswas suggested [31]. However, despite numerous demonstrations of different configurations of
MWBEFLs, these lasers have not been characterized in the time domainwith sufficiently high resolution. Since
MWBEFLs rely on relatively long resonators, several longitudinal resonatormodes lie under the Brillouin gain
curve in each frequency channel. Excitation ofmodes and gain competition between thesemodes, as well as
mode detuning and the presence of weak external feedback could lead to temporal instabilities [32, 33]. The
demonstration of stable continuous-wave operation of the frequency channels spaced by∼10 GHz is thus
required in order to confirm the usefulness of anMWBEFL for telecommunications.

In this paper, we temporally characterize twoMWBEFL configurationswith two different types offibers of
different lengths. The output intensity of theMWBEFL ismeasured on pico- tomicro-second time scales. The
waveforms resulting from the interference of the different frequency channels as well as the intensity of the
individual frequency channels are recorded in real-time. Real-timemeasurements of configurations that were
previously reported to emit picosecond pulse trains based on autocorrelationmeasurements are also further
characterized temporally. For theMWBEFL configurations investigated here, excitation of several cavitymodes
in each frequency channel is observed in the regime of cSBS. Finally, we present amodel which governs the
propagation of pump, Stokes and acoustic waves consisting of coupledwave equations for cSBS, Kerr
nonlinearities and include randommode hopping.We use the simulation to explain the experimental results of
theMWBEFL, by finding instability in the temporal evolution of output pulses aswell as participating pump and
Stokeswaves. This instability for typical conditions of operation represents a fundamental issue forMWBEFL
configurationswith long resonators for which the solution cannot be easily addressed by using feedback
mechanisms such as electronic locking to compensate for environmental fluctuations.

2. Experimental setup

TwodifferentMWBEFL configurations, namely single-cavity anddual-cavity, are investigated as shown in
figures 1(a) and (b), respectively. In both configurations, comb-like spectra are generatedby cSBS. Inboth
configurations the samevariables canbe tuned: theBrillouinpump (BP) that seeds the SBSprocess and the intra-
cavity gainprovidedby theEDFA. In the single-cavity configuration (figure 1(a)), even andoddorders of Stokes
waves co-propagate in the cavity due to thepresence of a reflector. TheBPpower injected into the input couplerwas
tunedbetween0.25 and1.5WasEDFA#1 coulddeliver up to 2W. Similar powerswereneededwhile comparing
single anddual cavity configuration.However, higherBPpowerwasneeded for the shorter highly nonlinear silica
fiber (HNLF) than for the longer single-modefiber (SMF)-28fiber. This leads to a channel spacingof the out-
coupled light ofνB∼10.85 GHz, theBrillouin frequency shift of thefiber at 1550 nm. In thedual-cavity
configuration (figure 1(b)), even andoddorders of Stokeswaves propagate in opposite directions leading to a
channel spacingof twice theBrillouin frequency shift (2νB∼21.70 GHz). For each configuration, temporal
characterizations are performedusing a fewkilometers long (∼2.5 km)of SMF-28 similar to the configuration
reported in [31]. Furthermore, both configurations are characterizedusing a shorter length (∼135m)ofHNLFas
proposed in [27]. Thisfiber has a smaller core compared to SMF-28, and therefore exhibits bettermode confinement
and an increased effective nonlinearity (γ∼21 km−1W−1

). TheHNLFzerodispersionwavelength is at 1551 nm.
To characterize each configuration, pump light froma single frequencyDFB laser,which is further amplified

with EDFA#1, is coupled into the resonator through a 95:5 coupler. Inside the resonator, gain is providedby an
in-cavity EDFA#2 inorder to reduce the threshold for cSBS generation.Once the gain is higher than the loss in the
resonator, thefirst Stokeswave is generated. Subsequently, thisfirst Stokeswave acts as a pump for a second Stokes
wave and soon, leading to higher-order Stokeswaves generation. Even andodd Stokeswaves circulate in the same
direction in thefirst configuration due to the reflection at the gold-tippedfibermirror, whilst they circulate in
opposite directions in the dual-cavity configuration using two circulators to separate the directions. A 3 nmband-
passfilter prevents self-lasing cavitymodes in an undesired spectral region [16]. A 99:1 coupler is used to collect the
output power for characterization. Theoutput powerwas typically about a fewmWat the output coupler.

The characterizationof the individual lines (section 3.1) is performedbydirecting theoptical output spectrum
to awave-shaper (filter)with aminimumfilter bandwidthof 10 GHz (∼0.078 nmat around1550 nm) and then
separating it into individual channels, which are detected by three identical fast photodiodes. These signals are then
simultaneously observed on a 64 GHz real-time oscilloscope. Theoutput light is spectrally characterized (results in
section 3.2)with anoptical spectrumanalyzerwith a 0.1 pmresolution. The autocorrelation trace is alsomeasured
via an FR-103XL autocorrelator and real-time acquisition is performedwith a 50 GHzphotodiode anda 64 GHz
oscilloscope. Themeasurement instruments are shown indetection part offigure 1(c).
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3. Experimental results

3.1. Individual line characterization

In order to determine the usefulness of the describedMWBEFL configurations as stablemulti-wavelength
sources, wefirst characterize the temporal performance of individual frequency channels, corresponding to the
different orders of Stokes waves.

Thefirst set ofmeasurements is related to the spectral and temporal characterization of the pump and Stokes
lines ofMWBEFLs using a 135 m longHNLF. The optical spectrum is shown infigure 2(a), depicting the BP, P
and twomain Stokes lines, namely the second Stokeswave, S2 and the fourth Stokeswave, S4. Infigure 2(b), we
present a real-timemeasurement of the powerfluctuations of the three lines (P, S2 and S4)filtered separately

from the output of the dual-cavity configuration.
The pump and two Stokes waves at the output shown in figure 2(b) exhibit strong intensity fluctuation,

even though the pump has a very narrow linewidth and is temporally stable at the input. The insets in

figure 2(b) corresponds to one roundtrip of the pump and even-order Stokes waves. Strong power
fluctuations can be observedwell below the roundtrip time on a timescale of∼10 ns. Similar results can be
observed for a single-cavity configuration, however due to the limitation of the wave-shaper filtering
(bandwidth>10 GHz), the individual frequency channels were not sufficiently isolated in this case. The

individual line characterization of the dual-cavity configuration is shownwith a 135 m longHNLF, however
similar characteristics are observed using a 2.5 km long of SMF-28. In the case of the long resonator (2.5 km,
FSR=∼80 kHz), there are 250modes within a Stokes linewidthwhile for the short resonator (135 m
(∼165 mwith connecting fibers and in-cavity EDFA), FSR=∼1.2 MHz), approximately 17modes exist
under each Stokes linewidth. Figure 2(c) shows a fast Fourier transform (FFT) performed on the temporal data

of a filtered channel (second Stokes in this case). The beating of the resonatormodes at harmonics of 1.2 MHz,
corresponding to the FSR of the cavity, can be seen in figure 2(c). It is important to note here that this system
may be stable during a small time span. Indeed, during our experiments, some raremeasurements showed
stable single-mode operation for few tens ofμs. However, thosemeasurements were not reproducible and

Figure 1.Experimental setup of a (a) single-cavity configuration combining all Stokes waves in one direction generating a frequency
combwith a spacing of∼10.85 GHz. (b)Even and odd Stokes waves are separated in the dual-cavity configuration leading to a
frequency comb generationwith a spacing of∼20.70 GHz. (c)Detection part including an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) to acquire
the frequency comb, an autocorrelator following anEDFA and a polarization controller (PC) to observe the autocorrelation function
of the pulses and awave-shaper combinedwith a photodiode (PD) and a real-time oscilloscope to resolve temporally the output
power.
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extremely rare. Therefore, themeasurement shown here is a common case in which a stable period of a fewμs
can be observed.

3.2.Multi-Stokes characterization

In the second set ofmeasurements we temporally characterized theMWBEFLwithout using spectral filters. Two
examples of themeasured output spectra are shown infigure 3(a), for single- and dual-cavity systems using a
2.5 km long SMF-28. Several lines are formed by the pump, Stokes waves and anti-Stokes waveswhere the latter
is generated via fourwavemixing (FWM). Corresponding autocorrelationmeasurements are shown in
figure 3(b) for both systemsmatchingwell whatwas reported in [31] showing a relatively large autocorrelation
background. The peak spacing of 46 ps for the dual-cavity system corresponds to 21.7 GHz, thus twice the
Brillouin frequency shift, while a spacing of 92 ps for the single-cavity system correspond to the Brillouin
frequency shift of an SMF-28, i.e. 10.85 GHz. The total spectral width of this laser leads to a timewidth of the
autocorrelation peak of roughly 15 ps at the autocorrelator for both configurations as they have similar total

spectral width.
Figure 3(c) shows a real-time oscilloscopemeasurement of the dual-cavity configuration over a timewindow

of 50 μs (∼4 roundtrips)with a temporal resolution limited by the instrument to∼15 ps. Similar interference
signals are observedwith the single-cavity configuration, but to avoid redundancy only the results of the dual-

cavity one are shown.We observed strong fluctuations of the envelope of the beat signal of pump and Stokes
waves on the order of 10 ns.We attribute these fluctuations to the excitation ofmany resonatormodes under the
Brillouin gain curves. This is evenmore obvious in a close-up taken over a timewindowof 5 μs as shown in
figure 3(d). The insets infigure 3(d) depict 0.5 ns zoomed-in sections showing interference signals centered at
three different times, from the sameMWBEFL. The insets illustrate how thewaveformof the output light
changes on a timescale well below the roundtrip time.

Figures 3(e) and (f) show the FFT of the temporal data of the dual-cavity and single-cavity configurationwith
a frequency spacing of 21.7 and 10.85 GHz respectively.Many resonatormodes under each Stokes bandwidth
were observed, as can be seen in the 100MHz zoomed-in sections in bothfigures 3(e) and (f). Even though
figure 3(e) depicts the result for the dual-cavity one, a residual beat note at∼10.85 GHz can be observed. Here,
we have shown the results of bothMWBEFL configurationswith a 2.5 km fiber spool as an example.

Figure 2. (a)Output optical spectrum from adual-cavityMWBEFL using a 135 mofHNLF giving a channel spacing of 0.15 nm. The
colored insets represent the zoomed Stokes spectrum after thewave-shaper narrowband filter (thewidth of each channel has been
amplified for visual purposes), (b) simultaneous temporal characterizations of threewaves taken individually over a span of 50 μs
show considerable fluctuations. Insets showpowerfluctuation over a cavity roundtrip. (c) Fast Fourier transformperformed on a
filtered channel (the second Stokes: S2) shown on a frequency span of 100 MHz.Cavitymodes are clearly seen in the inset, spaced by
1.2 MHz corresponding to the free spectral range (FSR) of the∼135 mcavity (∼165 mwith connecting fibers and in-cavity EDFA).
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Nevertheless, similar observations remainwith a 135 m longHNLF instead since in this configurationmany
cavitymodes also lie under the Brillouin gain curves.

4. Theoreticalmodel andnumerical analysis

To get a deeper insight on the evolution of Stokes lines using the cSBS in the resonator and to explain the
experimental results, we propose amodel to numerically simulate the pump and Stokeswaves dynamics in a
dual-cavityMWBEFL. The simulated resonator corresponds to the one shown infigure 1(b). In themodel, we
included forward and backward propagating pump andhigher order Stokes waves. Dispersion has been
neglected in thismodel. The dispersion length for the considered bandwidth (bandwidth for∼20 ps pulses) is
tens of kilometers, and therefore for short cavities of 135 mHNLF, dispersion is negligible. For longer cavities of

Figure 3. (a)Typical frequency comboutput spectra from a single-cavity (red solid line) and dual-cavity (black dotted line)MWBEFL
for a 2.5 km long SMF-28with a frequency spacing of 10.85 GHz and 21.7 GHz, respectively. (b)Autocorrelationmeasurement at the
same output port showing some pulse-like generation. (c)Real-time oscilloscopemeasurement for the dual-cavityMWBEFL showing
low degree of coherence over a 50 μs time span. (d) 5 μs zoomed-in section from (c)with three 0.5 ns time-window insets showing
interference signals centered at three different times. (e) FFT of the temporal signal data collected in the dual-cavityMWBEFL output.
Insets are 100 MHz-wide zoomed-in spectra centered at 50 MHz, 10.85 GHz, 21.70 GHz and 43.40 GHz respectively from left to
right. The 500 kHz spectral close-up on themost left inset shows cavitymodes spaced by∼80 kHz equal to the FSR of the cavity. (f)
FFTperformed on the temporal signal data at the single-cavityMWBEFL output. Insets are 100 MHz-wide zoomed-in spectra
centered at centered at 50, 10.85, 21.70 and 32.55 GHz from left to right.
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2.5 kmSMF-28, dispersionmight have a small effect after several roundtrips, however we can assume that such
effects will only be detrimental to themode, phase and pulse stability. Therefore, neglecting dispersion as a best-
case scenario, considering the generation of Stokes waves up to the 4th-order, we have the following coupled
equations among the Stokes and pumpwave considering SBS, and the optical Kerr effect [12, 34, 35]
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where /h=  ( )E P nA2j j 0 eff and Pj are the amplitudes and powers of the pump =( )j p and of the Stokes

waves =( )j s s s s1, 2, 3 and 4 , respectively. Qq =( )q 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the amplitudes of the acoustic waves
of the qth-order. The superscripts± represent the direction of propagation and

d= å =d d
| | | | ( )E E p s s s s, , 1, 2, 3 and 4 .T

2 2 ta is the damping time of acoustic waves (phonon lifetime). n and
n2 are the linear and nonlinear refractive indexes of thefiber and p l=k 2 .p0 Also, g ,

B
a and Aeff are the

Brillouin gain coefficient, attenuation coefficient and effective core area of thefiber. h e= ( )c10 0 is the free-
spacewave impedance where e0 the permittivity and c is the speed of light. n = c n is the light velocity in the
fiber. f is the Langevin noise source describing the thermalfluctuations in the density offiber resulting in
spontaneous Brillouin scattering [36]. p e l n= ( )g n p p2

5
12 0 a is the photon–phonon coupling coefficient and

p
12
is the longitudinal photo-elastic constant of the fiber and na is the sound velocity in thefiber. The BP and

generated Stokes lines are then amplified by the in-cavity EDFA. Tomodel the amplifier, the equations
describing the evolution of the erbium-doped fiber amplifier pump, and signals (BP and Stokes lines) are
used [37].

We can evaluate the evolutions of the optical waves propagating through the components in the dual-cavity
configuration offigure 1(b) during several round-trips. In each counter clock-wise round trip in the upper ring,
the amplified narrow-linewidth BP light with the amplitude h= ( )E P nA2 ,BP BP 0 eff and Stokes waves (seeded
by noise)pass through the input coupler, amplified by the in-cavity EDFA (#2) and attenuated by the circulator
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andfilter loss, to reach thefiber-spool’s input end. The evolution of these forward (+) propagatingwaves all
togetherwith backward (−)propagating waves in the fiber-spool length are then solved using the coupled
equations. The backward propagatingwaves, obtain different linear phase shifts by traveling in the cavity and are
attenuated by the filter, two circulators and the coupler. The attenuated forward propagating waves then are
added to the BPwave from the input coupler, amplified by the in-cavity EDFA (#2) and attenuated by the
circulator and filter before reaching thefiber spool. This provides the new propagatingwaves for the next
iteration. The boundary conditions for the pumpwave and Stokes waves =( )j s s s s1, 2, 3 and 4 , can bewritten
as:

a k k
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+ -

j+ + - -( ) [ ( )
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( ) ( )
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m

j
m 1 i

2 cir1 cir2 Filj

wherem is the round-trip counter,G(m) is the amplitude gain in each trip, acir and aFil are the amplitude loss of
the circulator and filter, and k1 and k2 are the power ratio of the input and output couplers, respectively.jp and
jj are the total linear phase accumulated by the pump and Stokes waves per round trip, respectively. Existence of
several longitudinalmodes beneath the Brillouin gain bandwidth has been approximated as having a single
modewithin each SBS bandwidth, which changes to anothermode randomlywithin the SBS bandwidth at each
roundtrip. Eachmode of each Stokes changes independently fromone to another within its corresponding SBS
bandwidth, giving a random frequency differential between each Stokes, which corresponds statistically, to the
SBS bandwidth.

With the aforementionedmodel, we examine the dynamics of the BP and Stokes lines of theMWBEFL
considering the generation of Stokes up to the 4th order, using equations (1)–(9), resulting in 18-coupled
equations and numerically solve them repeatedly (as the round trips continue) by themethod of characteristics
[38]. For this purpose, we consider the partial differential equations as a set of ordinary differential equations
involving only time derivatives by transforming the variables to the framesmovingwith the pump and each
Stokeswave, i.e., along the characteristics n-z t and n+z t.Then, the equations are solved using the standard
Runge–Kuttamethod. The BPpower is assumed as aCWwave at 1550.9 nm, amplified and partially launched
into a resonator including a single-modeHNLF/SMF-28fiber spool with a length of 135/2500 m, a linear
refractive index of∼1.45, a nonlinear refractive index of∼5×10−20m2W−1, a fiber loss coefficient of 0.5/
0.2 dB km−1, effectivemode area of 10/80 μm2, a Brillouin gain coefficient of∼2.5×10−11mW−1, a photo-
elastic constant of∼0.286, phonon life time of∼10 ns and an acoustic velocity of∼5960 m s−1. For this length of
fiber, the transit time trip through theHNLF/fiber is∼0.7/12 μs.

To better understand the dynamics of the BP and Stokes of theMWBEFL includingHNLF, we simulate the
evolutions of optical amplitudes propagating in the laser cavity during several transit times, tT. Figure 4(a)
depicts the power variation of the pump, 2nd and 4th Stokes waves at the output coupler in a time span of 100tT
(equal to∼70 μs) for similar experimental condition offigure 2where the BP and Stokes dynamics show strong
instability. Similar to the experimental result shown infigure 2(b), the simulation qualitatively demonstrates
chaotic operation of the resonator where the generation of 4th-order Stokes appears less frequently over time
compared to the 2nd-order Stokes, and stops randomly for a few tT (equal to a fewμs). It is important to note
that the knowledge of the phases of thewaves is critical for an exact simulation. As this is virtually impossible to
get, the comparison simply demonstrates the chaotic nature of the process, with features that change
dramatically with the smallest change applied to the phase, due to the several round-trip and long lengths
involved. FFTperformed on a Stokes (S2)wave is shown on a frequency span of 100MHz infigure 4(b)where
cavitymodes are clearly seen, spaced by∼1.4 MHz corresponding to the FSR of the∼135 mcavity. FFT of the
calculated temporal signal data at the output is shown infigure 4(c)where the pump, second and fourth Stokes
waveswithmanymodes beneath them are noticeable. The lower noise in this FFT compared to experimental
results can be explained by the fact that simulation does not take into account environment fluctuations
(thermal, strain)which affect phase along the long cavity and addmore noise.

In the next step, the dynamics of the amplitude at the output of the dual-cavityMWBEFL including a 2.5 km
long SMF-28 is simulated. Figure 5(a) illustrates the envelope of the interference signal versus time (for 4tT equal
to∼50 μs) using similar experimental condition offigure 3(a). The envelope ismodulated, and thus is not
constant in time due to the random changes in the phase relationship of the participating BP and Stokes waves.
Figure 5(b) depicts the zoomed-in area infigure 5(a) over 0.4tT, equal to∼5 μs proving that the output power of
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theMWBEFL is unstable in the time scale of sub-microsecond. The insets in (b) show interference signal powers
centered at two different times in two 0.5 ns time-windows. These confirm the∼15 ps generated pulse trains
however, a second frequency at 2×2νB∼43.4 GHz as a result of interference between the BP and the fourth-
order Stokes wave is apparent. These disclose differences in pulse profile as a result of different interferences
between the BP and the higher-order Stokes wave (with different powers and phases).

5.Discussion

Temporal characterizations of the individual BP, second- and fourth-order Stokes waves and the interference
signal at the output of theMWBEFLswere performed both experimentally and theoretically and a good
qualitative consistency between themeasurement and simulation is found. Contrary to a single-Stokes emission
laser [39, 40]where themodes can be locked under some conditions, a cascadedMWBEFL exhibits a constant
instability. Fromour theoretical study, we believe this is due to an interaction between each Stokes where power
is continuously transferred thus creating out-of-phasemodes. The beating of suchmodes brings a chaotic
variation in the amplitude over time. The results shown here clearly indicate that when anMWBEFL is usedwith
a long closed cavity (includingmore than one longitudinalmodewithin a Stokes linewidth), chaotic SBS
dynamics occur, initiated by the differentmodeswith different phases and powers,making such a source highly
unstable in intensity over time.We believe that those strong power fluctuations on a time scale below the

Figure 4. (a)Computed temporal evolution of the BP, second and fourth Stokes power over 100 tT, equal to 70 μs at the output of the
dual-cavity configuration including a 135 m longHNLF spool. (b) FFTperformed on a Stokes (S2) signal shown on a frequency span
of 100 MHzwhere cavitymodes are clearly seen. (c) FFT of the calculated temporal signal data at the output where the pump, second
and fourth Stokes waves are visible.
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roundtrip time are observed due tomode beatingwithin each Stokes linewidth demonstrating an unstable
behavior [32, 33]. Note that the timewindow (50 μs) observed here ismuch longer than a round-trip time in the
cavity (∼0.8 μs in this case).

In previous studies, limited information fromRF spectrum analysis cannot lead to conclusive continuous
single-mode operation [27, 28].When long cavities are studied, an insufficient time span of less than a round-
trip time is often used, whichwould limit the spectral resolution, thus not resolving themodes.Mode hopping
due to environment perturbationwas also observed by Stepanov andCowle [19]which affects theMWBEFL
output emission. This paper aswell as Tang et al’s [27] have shownmomentarily single-mode operation in one
spectrumwith sufficient resolution for one round-trip, while stating that they observedmode-hopping over
time.However, their results only show stable operation during∼10 μs, which is insufficient to qualify as a long
term stable commercial laser source.Hence, a rigorous study of the laser stability needed to be undertaken on a
longer time span. By doing so, we have observed such an instability. This instability leads to complications when
anMWBEFL is used in intensity encoded schemes andwould require additional referencing components to
compensate for thefluctuations. Different pumppowers (∼100 mW–4W), pumping configurations (single bi-
directionnal EDFA, single directional EDFA in each cavity, lower gain EDFA, etc), and fiber lengths were tested
during these experiments to try tofind a stable solution, butwithout success. In this study, we have shown a few
configurationswhich have been thoroughly analyzed. It could be possible that other configurationsmay show
longer stability time of several tens ofμs, allowing stable single-mode operation for a few round-trip periods
beforemode-hopping occurs. However, our experiments in such alternative configurations show that such
mode instability always occurs given a long enough observation timewindow.Under very specific conditions, it
may be that some long cavityMWBEFLsmay be stable and operate single-mode, as seems to be shown by some
previousworks [27, 28], but those results are hardly reproducible and therefore not applicable to a commercial
easy turn-key laser system, contrary towhat has been claimed in the literature. An alternative configuration that
could be further studiedwould be to use a quasi-cavityMWBEFL, where each Stokes is generated through a
single pass. The counter-propagating nature of the SBS is then used as a ‘cavitymirror’ to amplify the generated
Stokes and use it as the next pump [29]. Such a scheme has no cavitymode, therefore one could expect amore
stable operation. Another solutionwould be to simply ensure that only onemode is excited per Stokes wave,
such as recently proposed by Liu et al [41]where a single-modeMWBEFL using a very short length offiberwas
demonstrated, and onewhich could prove to be stable in time.

Theother effect from thepresence ofmodeswithin the SBSbandwidth canbe seen in the applicationof the
MWBEFL as a pulsed laser source. Fromour results, phase-locking in a long cavity isnot possible because themodes
evolvewith different phases andpowers.Due to thermalfluctuation,modes drift fromone round trip to another
anddifferentmodes canbecomedominant. Therefore, no stable phase relationship can existwith such a long cavity

Figure 5.Calculated temporal interference signal power at the output of the dual-cavity configuration including a 2.5 kmfiber spool
(a) over 4 tT, equal to∼50 μs. (b)Zoomed-in area in (a) over 0.4tT, equal to∼5 μs. The insets in (b) show two 0.5 ns time-window
showing interference signal powers centered at two different times.
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especiallywhenmore thanonemode is presentwithin the SBS gainbandwidth. Indeed,modes havedifferent phase
relationships,which result in destructive and constructive interference patternnecessary to generate a pulse train.
The formationof stable pulse trains in long resonators seemsunlikely due to the instabilities that have been
observed.A solution to this is to ensure the existence of only onemodeper SBSbandwidth.However, this limits the
length of cavity to less than∼10m.A systemasdemonstrated byLiu et al [41] could potentially have a stable phase
which could lead to aproper pulse train. Even if the cavity is short and there is onemodeunder eachBrillouin gain
bandwidth, phase-locking is not guaranteedbecause of dispersive effects. FWMalso affects a frequency comb
generated through cSBS although the Stokes spacing is not equidistant bynature.WhenFWMis involved, Brillouin
Stokes lines are pulled to the right spacing by phase-sensitive FWMgain and coherence betweenpumpandStokes
waves canbe achieved [3, 12, 13].However, no strongFWMis seen in the results discussed in this paper, therefore
there is no clear evidence of coherence between each Stokeswave.

6. Conclusion

Wehave shown both experimentally and theoretically the existence of intensity instability in hybrid SBS/EDFA
multi-wavelength fiber lasers.When using an in-cavity EDFA combinedwith different types of fiber spools
within the cavity as an SBS gainmedium, aminimum length of several tens ofmeters is typically required. Such
lengths will bring several cavitymodes with different phases and powers within the SBS gain bandwidth, which
are, we believe, the source of theMWBEFL’s instability. In fact, thesemodes are already in a fragile stability
regime due to SBS relaxation dynamics. Their competition and randomhopping fromone position to another
from temperature fluctuations seems toworsen the SBS’s chaotic behavior. Such instabilitiesmake the use of the
individual lines as a laser source for a transmission channel a problematic choice, especially for intensity encoded
schemes for data transfer. As shown in our results,mode beating is indeed present as observed in the frequency
domainwhen performing FFTof the temporal data. Although some configurations under specific conditions
may offer some temporary stability, our typical results show that those conditions are not generally reproducible
as necessary for commercial device applications. The temporal instability problemobserved for individual lines
and confirmed by simulation, remains an issuewhen a cSBS frequency comb is used as a phase locked self-
pulsing source. This problem causes varying destructive and constructive interference and hence intensity
fluctuations in the output pulses. Indeed, our results frommeasurement and numerical analysis demonstrate
that the overall temporal characteristics for both configurations using different fibers suffer fromunstable
behavior andmode beating. Avoidingmode beatingwith a feedbackmechanism could potentially be possible,
but due to the long length of the cavity,mitigating the temperature and strainwould be a hard task to perform.
However, this kind of stabilizationwould be useless unless the excitation of all the cavitymodes is suppressed as
well. This can only be achieved by using a short cavity or an additional in-cavitymode filter.
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